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Abstract:  

Load balancing is a technique that distributes the excess dynamic local workload evenly across all the nod es. It is used for 

achieving a better service provisioning and resource utilization ratio, hence improving the overall performance of the system . 

Incoming tasks are coming from d ifferent location are received by the load balancer and then distributed to th e data centre,         

for   the proper load distribution.  With the demand in Cloud Computing industry, the cloud service providers attract customers 

with various demands. The diverse price scheme safeguards the discount pricing strategy from the market o f Cloud brokers. The 

Cloud brokers take the full advantage of Cloud service providers. The cloud service providers help every customer to utilize 

discount pricing strategy offered through online schedule.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In an infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) cloud, the cloud 

provider dynamically segments the physical machines, using 

virtualizat ion technologies, to accommodate various virtual 

machine (VM) requests from its  customers. For instance, 

cloud providers usually adopt an hourly billing scheme, even 

if the customers do not actually utilize the allocated resources 

in the whole billing horizon. In the current cloud market, 

many cloud providers offer big  discount for reserved and long-

term requests. In addition, cloud providers usually give 

volume d iscount to customers with requests of large quantity, 

e.g., Amazon EC2 cloud gives 10 percent discount for 

customers spending $25;000 or above on reserved instances 

and 20 percent discount for customers spending $200;000 or 

above. The diverse pricing schemes and various discount 

offers among different IaaS service providers or even within 

the same provider fo rm a complex economic landscape way 

beyond the control of individual end users. This leaves 

opportunities for the cloud brokers to emerge as mediators 

between the customers and the providers.  Load  balancing  is 

the p rocess o f improv ing  the performance of the system 

by sh ift ing  of workload  among the processors . Workload  

of a  machine means  the to tal p rocess ing  t ime it  requ ires to  

execute all the tasks  ass igned  to  the machine. Load  

balancing  is  done so  that  every  v irtual machine in  the 

cloud system does  the same amount  o f work th roughout  

therefore increasing  the th roughput  and  min imizing  the 

response t ime. Load  balancing is one o f the important  

facto rs to  heighten  the working  performance of the cloud  

serv ice p rov ider. Balancing  the load  of v irtual machines 

unifo rmly means that anyone of the availab le machine is 

not id le o r part ially  loaded  while others  are heav ily  

loaded . One of the crucial issue o f cloud  comput ing  is to  

div ide the workload  dynamically . The benefits of 

dist ribut ing  the workload  includes increased  resource 

utilizat ion  rat io which  fu rther leads  to  enhancing  the 

overall performance thereby  ach iev ing  maximum client  

satis fact ion. Performance  of on line dynamic speed  scaling  

algorithms fo r the ob ject ive o f min imizing a linear 

combinat ion  o f energy  and  response t ime by  Lach lan  L.H. 

Andrew [1]. We prove that  there exist t radeoff funct ions 

such that  no  algorithm can  attain  a compet it ive rat io  less 

than 2. W e consider the fo llowing variant  of the speed  

scaling p rob lem int roduced by Yao , Demers, and  Shenker  

[2]. W e are g iven  a set of jobs  and  we have a variab le-

speed processor to  process them. The h igher the p rocessor 

speed, the h igher the energy  consumpt ion . The goal is  to  

schedule all the jobs in  the fewest number o f act ive 

times lots . The machine consumes a fixed  amount of 

energy per act ive t imes lot , regard less o f the number of 

jobs scheduled  in  that  slo t (as long as the number of      

jobs  is non -zero) [3]. Scheduling  is essential fo r the 

proper funct ion ing  of mult i-core p rocessors  for       

parallel p rocess ing. Scheduling of tas ks onto  mult i-core 

processors is  an  interesting  p rob lem that  is well defined  

and documented  in  the literatu re [4]. We present  a wide 

range of p rob lems  concern ing  min imum cost  network 

flows, and  g ive an  overv iew of the classic linear s ing le-

commodity  Min imum Cost  Network Flow Prob lem 

(MCNFP) and some o ther closely related  p rob lems , either 

tractab le o r int ractab le.[5] 

 

 
 

Figure.1. the architectural diagram representing the online 

resource scheduling using ant colony algorithm for cloud 

computing. 
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II. EXIS TING S YSTEM 

 

 In  exist ing  system, Load  balancing  is  not  very  efficient 

that’s  why  most ly  real t ime websites hangs o r th rows 

some erro r. Example: Anna University /  Irctc.  Current  

research  paper in  load  balancing  deals  with  theoret ical 

exp lanat ion on ly  (Survey papers). No paper has 

experimental resu lts. Many  app licat ion  use stat ic load  

balancing  algorithms, which  is  not  much  efficient  in  

curren t scenario . Many app licat ions use d ist ributed load  

balancing  techn ique. Discounts  are p rov ided to  large 

customers on ly. The customer is not receiving the appropriate 

discount prize because of the cloud-broker; the Cloud-broker 

is not issuing the allocated discount to the customer. In 

existing they used Offline algorithm that is based on the 

priority-based scheduling it has been considered by history 

and time. First who approaches may get first preference.  

 

III. PROPOS ED S YS TEM 

 

We focuses on how a cloud broker can help a group of 

customers to fully utilize the volume d iscount pricing strategy 

offered by cloud service providers through cost efficient 

online resource scheduling. We proposed dynamic algorithm 

for load balancing. Ant Colony Opt imization Based Load 

Balancing Algorithm is used here. Our proposed load balancer 

involves both request monitoring and file access. Also the load 

balancer will keep track of the virtual machine status i.e., Busy 

or Ideal, session time, packet size, virtual machine name, type, 

hostname, port address and bytes read in each virtual machines 

are been monitored in apache server and based on the status 

the job is allocated to the virtual machines. Our p roposed 

system will help to analyse the HEAP memory space of the 

server (maximum request load).  

 

The aim is to achieve the following, 

 

• To increase the availability of services  

• To increase the user satisfaction  

• To maximize resource utilization  

• To reduce the execution time and waiting 

time of task coming from different location.  

• To improve the performance  

• Maintain system stability  

• Build fau lt tolerance system  

• Accommodate future modification  

• Avoid overloading of virtual machine.  

These can be modelled using tree data structure wherein  every 

node in the tree is balanced under the supervision of its parent 

node. Master or manager can use light weight agent process to 

get statistics of slave nodes or child nodes. 

 

Hierarchical load balancing involves different levels of the 

cloud in load balancing decision. Such load balancing 

techniques mostly operate in master slave mode. These can be 

modeled using tree data structure wherein every node in the 

tree is balanced under the supervision of its parent node. 

Master or manager can use light weight agent process to get 

statistics of slave nodes or child nodes. Based upon the 

informat ion gathered by the parent node provisioning or 

scheduling decision is made. ROSA is a Markovian Process 

Algebra, which has a great expressive power, as it is able to 

describe and analyze processes with non-determin istic, 

probabilistic and temporal behaviors. Indeed, time considered 

is exponentially d istributed because of its good properties 

(memory-less), specially when defining both the interleaving 

semantics for ROSA and the performance evaluation 

algorithm. This language captures the non-determinis m in the 

choices which cannot be quantified, and, its interpretation of 

probability is generative. ROSA assumes the cooperation of 

processes by adding the involved rates and assumes the 

synchronization by choosing the min imum rate (the slowest 

process will impose its time). In our pro ject, user can login 

with username and password. The  user login is reg istered  

successfully means user send the request to  ROSA then it  will 

send the data request to the broker and consolidate the users 

requests and get a discounted pricing  for all the customers.  In 

this project we are developing a load balancer for effective 

user request monitoring and file  access. In existing research 

articles, no papers focus on experimental results and it deals 

only with types of algorithms used for load balancing. In  our 

proposed system, apache server is used as a server for 

processing the user request and tomcat is used as virtual 

machines. The status (id le, busy), session time, packet size, 

virtual machine name, type, hostname, port address and bytes 

read in each v irtual machines are been monitored in apache 

server and based on the status the job is allocated to the virtual 

machines. Thus our proposed project provides an efficient 

load balancer to avoid congestion and overloading of server in 

the data centre. For dynamic load balancing, we used ANT 

colony algorithm. Also in this project, the virtual machines 

structure adopted is hierarchical load balancing technique. 

Hierarchical load balancing involves different levels of the 

cloud in load balancing decision. Such load balancing 

techniques mostly operate in master slave mode. These can be 

modeled using tree data structure wherein every node in the 

tree is balanced under the supervision of its parent node. 

Master or manager can use light weight agent process to get 

statistics of slave nodes or child nodes. Based upon the 

informat ion gathered by the parent node provisioning or 

scheduling decision is made. Aim of the ant colony 

optimization to search an optimal path between the source of 

food and colony of ant on the basis of their behavior. This 

approach aims efficient distribution of work load among the 

node. When request is initialized the ant starts movement 

towards the source of food from the head node. Regional Load 

Balancing Node (RLBN) is chosen in Cloud Computing 

Service Provider (CCSP) as a head node. Ants keep records 

the every node they visits ant record their data for future 

decision making .Ant deposits the pheromones during their 

movement for other ants to select next node The intensity of 

pheromones can vary on the bases of certain factors like 

distance of food, quality of food etc. When the job gets 

successful the pheromones is updated. Each ant build their 

own indiv idual result set and it is later on built into a complete 

solution. The ant continuously updates a single result set 

rather than updating their own result set. By the ant 

pheromones trials, the solution set is continuously updated.       

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES ), also known 

as  Rijndael  (its original name), is a specification                

for  the  encryption of  electronic data established by the  U.S.  

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 

2001. AES is a subset of the Rijndael cipher developed          

by two Belgian cryptographers, Joan Daemen and Vincent 

Rijmen, who submitted a proposal to NIST during the AES 

selection process. Rijndael is a family  of ciphers with different 

key and block sizes. AES operates on a 4 × 4 column-major 

order matrix of bytes, termed the state, although some 

versions of Rijndael have a larger b lock size and have 

additional columns in the state. Most AES calculations are 

done in a special finite field. AES consists of several rounds of 

several processing steps that include substitution, transposition 
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and mixing of the input plaintext and transform it into the final 

output of cipher text. Finally the data owner files are 

encrypted using AES algorithm and migrated into cloud for 

data recovery or data repository. In data recovery, the files are 

migrated from the virtual machines to cloud named CloudMe  

for data backup. For Cloud storage we have configured public 

cloud named CloudMe cloud storage. CloudMe is a personal 

cloud storage service (sometimes referred to as an online 

backup service) that is frequently used for file sharing and 

collaboration. The service provides 2 gigabytes (GB) of 

storage for free and up to 100 GB on various for-fee plans. 

CloudMe is cloud storage service that enables users to store 

files on remote cloud servers and the ability to share files 

within a synchronized format. CloudMe provides an online 

storage solution powered by cloud computing service model 

of in frastructure as a service (IaaS). CloudMe users are 

provided by an online storage space hosted on Dropbox 

accessible anywhere via the Internet. The storage space 

provides storage for virtually any kind of fie type from 

documents, images, videos etc.  In this module, the user have 

to buy the data with discount pricing with first preference with 

the help of ROSA technique .For example in existing the user 

have to get the data without discount of getting the data with 

help of broker.100mb of data have 5%discount means the 

user1 has to buy 100mb of data and the user2 have to buy 

500mb of data means ROSA technique have to choose the first 

priority of buying high data with pricing. so we have to able to 

buy a product with efficiency. 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 

 

The major issues o f file  access th rough  a server are     

Load Balancing . Overload ing of a system may lead to  

poor performance  which  can  make the technology  

unsuccessfu l, fo r the efficient  ut ilizat ion  o f resources; the 

efficient load balancing algorithm is requ ired. Thus o ur 

pro ject prov ides a complete so lut ion  for efficient  load  

balancing  along  with  d iscounted  p ricing  of sto rage 

in frast ructure resource in  cloud .  
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